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Failures Takes It All 

K Anup Nair1* 

ABSTRACT 

Success depends on number of influencing factors that drives an individual towards achieving 

the desired aim. In today’s world only winners are admired whereas a loser is not even 

tolerated. Failures are normal process of life and we all need to learn from our mistakes to 

reach and attain the desired success. This paper is an attempt to substantiate the fact that 

failure reinforces the impelling desire for success through manifestation of various intrinsic 

factors that helps an individual towards realization of larger success in life.  
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“Failure is success in progress”- Albert Einstein 

 

ave you ever imagined that in every story, why winners are always been glorified? 

We all carry an impression that it’s only the winners who are worthy of respect in 

the society. However, being contemplative, at large, losing aids an individual in 

attaining the requisite qualities of Perseverance, Dedication and Patience to achieve the 

desired success. 

 

In today’s society we all are bitten by the “No error syndrome” which has taken a toll on all 

of us. From our birth till death, we all judge ourselves on the scale of success and failure and 

have reached a stage where failure is seen as a taboo. By and large this mentality has made 

our society only obsessed with the winners, leading to a phase where it is anticipated that 

nobody should fail, especially the young kids who carry this expectation on their shoulders 

throughout their life. Parents expect their kids not to fail or make mistakes and want them to 

be in top five in any field they venture into. We fail to realize that failures make us learn 

from our mistakes and help us to reach greater heights.  

 

What is Success? 

As a definition, success can be interpreted as a favourable outcome linked with attainment of 

wealth or fame. Though, based on desired outcome, the definition of success may differ 

from individual to individual. We all have our own set of successes and failures and if 

introspected closely we may find that it’s our failures that had contributed more towards our 
longing successes. 
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Success is not an identity by itself but rather a coupled denouement of repeated failures. 

Greater the extent of learnt failures, more plausible the expanse of success gets. 

‘Perseverance’ / ‘Growth Mindset’ (tendency to never give up even after repeated failure by 

embracing challenges and criticism to find way to success) plays a pivotal role in defining 
success and achieving desired goals. ‘Curiosity’& ‘Dedication’ subsumes the ashes of 

failure towards continued learning and working towards longer path to growth/success. 

Similarly, ‘Patience’ &‘Flexibility’ plays a crucial role in reaping dividends in longer run.  

 

And finally, ’Motivation’ contributes immensely towards defining a success story. 

Motivation for any successful event can be defined as an intellectual impasse that combines 

both the subjective and objective view of an individual towards a defined task, synthesizing 

towards a common aim. Motivation can also be defined as a ‘Quasi Mechanical Behavior’1 

where our own subjective and objective view relates together towards a common goal. 

Success is directly proportional to the quantificational sum of influencing factors such as 

Perseverance/ Growth mind set, Determination, Curiosity, Patience, Flexibility, Motivation 

& learnt failures and inversely proportional to the incorrigible attitude. However, all these 

required traits as enumerated above are basically nurtured or thrive out of the learnt failures 

that act as the elementary source for any resounding success. 

 

Failure and it’s enfeeble benefaction towards success 

Failures are nothing but the seed to our growth and success. It makes us introspect and adapt 

to necessary changes in whichever field we are striving to achieve success. Failure has its 

own set of off-shoots depending on the way an individual perceives it. It can be a road to 

despair or a launch pad to growth. It can be used as a tool to reset your mental perception 

and guide you towards the much-anticipated results. 

 

Failure gives our mind the unbounded expansion with high octane energy towards a creative 

state, breaking us form the ongoing contractions and irresolution’s. It also prepares us to see 

the unforeseen opportunities, leaving our pain and uncertainties aside. Failure helps us to 

learn what is actually required to learn, catalyzing the knowledge as per our need. 

 

Failures are basically a fixed deposit that uniquely deposits our experiences based on 

redefined mistakes, required practices and skills. Striving behind successful life needs to be 

backed by proportionate failures, as without failures one cannot earn the required intrinsic 

traits or skills to achieve the desired success. 

 

The best part of failure is that unlike success, it has an overwhelming wavelength, letting us 

choose the best possible way to learn from it and reach the desired success. It gives us self-

altering experiences and mental strength to face and prepare for upcoming difficulties in 

order to make us better selves. It’s a constructive feedback that prompts us to adopt different 

approaches for finding success in our desired domain. 

 

The theory; ‘tougher the failure, greater the possibility of achieving larger success’, has 

worked in sizeable number of cases bringing out the fact that the value of failing is greater 

than that of success. It is the concept of 'learnt failure’ that makes an individual a great 

winner. Failure is a process of growth and one needs to continuously learn from his/her 

mistakes in order to achieve the desired success. Only glorifying success is not rational as 

winning and losing are part of the same coin and there are many instances in history where 

successful people once failed, had taken drastic steps by committing suicide been 

succumbed to the pressure of failure.  
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Another important fact that needs to be curbed is the treatment that a failed individual gets in 

the society. It is the fear and stigma of the society that makes failures step into despair and 

oblivion or commit drastic steps. Failure is not a taboo and society must accept it. It is not 

the achievement that matters, rather it is the effort that needs to be venerated.  
 

CONCLUSION 

Resilience is all about finding an opportunity amidst the difficulties and never be afraid of 

failing. Failures are like raw diamond that needs to be polished in order to shine and form 

the final product. It is our own share of struggle and hardships that mould us towards 

attainment of larger greatness and consequently we must overcome the fear of failure, as 

ultimately it’s the fear of failing that prevent us from succeeding. 
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